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In On the Origin of Species, Darwin proposed
that human races and languages evolved in
concert following a tree-like history of splits
and isolation (1). Linguists and anthropolo-
gists have long been skeptical of this idea
because historical and ethnographic evidence
suggest that group boundaries are fluid and
differentially permeable to the movement of
peoples and languages. For this reason, as
Sapir (2) so eloquently put it, “the history
of each is apt to follow a distinctive course.”
In PNAS, Creanza et al. (3) weigh in on this
debate and provide a conceptual and meth-
odological framework for future studies of
population genetic and linguistic coevolution.

Modern-day studies of gene–language co-
evolution trace to a seminal publication in
1988 by Cavalli-Sforza et al. (4), the goal of
which was to construct the history of popu-
lation splits during human evolution. Those
authors took Darwin’s proposition as given
and used a crude language classification to
corroborate the population tree (Fig. 1).
The study was criticized by linguists for the
reason stated above, and for the additional
reason that languages change too quickly to
permit reconstruction of linguistic relation-
ships at deep time depths.
In the past decade, genomic studies have

enhanced our understanding of human

origins and dispersals. At the global level,
there is a growing consensus that a serial
founder effect (SFE) process played an im-
portant role in shaping global patterns of
neutral genetic diversity. The process entails
a series of population splits, movements into
unoccupied territory, and isolation. In
humans, the SFE process began in Africa
and proceeded through Eurasia into the
Americas and Oceania. At the within-popu-
lation level, the process produced a steady
decay in genetic diversity with increasing
geographic distance from East Africa; at the
between-population level, it produced a steady
increase in genetic distance with increasing
geographic distance (5, 6).
In 2011, Atkinson (7) reignited the debate

about global gene–language coevolution by
proposing that phoneme inventories in hu-
man languages had undergone a parallel SFE
process. His conclusion was based on the
finding that the number of phonemes in
504 widespread languages decreased line-
arly with increasing geographic distance
from Africa. If true, Darwin’s model has
been vindicated, and phoneme inventories
from thousands of languages, including
many that are extinct and dying, have the
potential to provide important details about
human evolution.
Creanza et al. (3) enter the fray by per-

forming joint and parallel analyses of the
most comprehensive genomic and linguistic
data available. The data consist of phoneme
counts in 2,082 languages (3, 8) and auto-
somal microsatellite polymorphisms in 246
populations [collated by Pemberton et al.
(9)]. Creanza et al.’s (3) methods consist
of a series of sophisticated geospatial analyses,
including novel analyses of the geographic
axes of greatest genetic and linguistic differ-
entiation and quantification of the effects of
drift on the phoneme inventories of iso-
lated languages. The results are decisive
with respect to Darwin’s proposal at the
global level, and they provide novel insights

Fig. 1. The population tree was constructed from Nei’s minimum genetic distances estimated from autosomal
microsatellite polymorphisms in 248 populations (9). Branches are colored according to geographic region. The table
shows the language family affiliation of each population taken from the primary classification entry in the Ethnologue
(17), with the exception that non-Austronesian languages in Oceania were placed into a single group. The figure
corroborates the finding of broad correspondence between genetic and linguistic patterns first identified by Cavalli-
Sforza et al. (4). However, because there are no connections between the language families, and no internal structure
within them, the correspondence is not a test of Darwin’s proposal, and the linguistic pattern does not corroborate
the genetic pattern.
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into gene–language coevolution at the re-
gional level.
At the within-group level, in contrast to

Atkinson’s (7) finding, Creanza et al. (3) find
that: (i) the phonemic decay is strongest
when the origin is located in north Eurasia,
not East Africa, and (ii) the decay from this
origin is not linear, but is instead caused by
a dichotomous pattern of high phoneme in-
ventories in Eurasian languages and excep-
tionally low inventories in South American
and Oceanic languages. However, at the re-
gional level, joint analyses by Creanza et al.
(3) show that the geographic axes of greatest
differentiation are similar for the genetic and
phonemic data, suggesting the possibility that
languages and populations may have spread
together within regions.
At the between-group level, both phonemic

and genetic distances are correlated with
geographic distance. The correlation for pho-
nemic distances falls off above 10,000 km,
whereas the correlation for genetic distances
persists across the full geographic range.
The persistent correlation of the genetic
data is consistent with range expansion
predicted by the SFE process, but the fall-
off in the phonemic correlation is not.
Additionally, phonemic distances are cor-
related with geographic distances whether
the phonemes are sampled from the same
or from different language families. These
results are consistent with an isolation-by-
distance process produced by the steady
movement of phonemes between neighbor-
ing languages.
Two other findings are inconsistent with

an SFE process for phonemes. First, in partial
Mantel tests, the correlation between genetic
and phonemic distances loses significance
when geographic distance is controlled,
indicating that genetic–phonemic correspon-
dence is purely the result of the correlation
of both with geographic distance. Second,
Creanza et al. (3) demonstrate that geograph-
ically isolated languages have no fewer pho-
nemes than languages with multiple close
neighbors. This result suggests that drift acts
differently on phoneme levels than on ge-
netic diversity and, therefore, there is no the-
oretical basis for a phonemic SFE process.
These results constitute a rejection of the
SFE process for phonemes.

Creanza et al.’s (3) region-level joint anal-
yses leave the door open to the possibility of
coevolution at local geographic scales. How-
ever, absent a clear theoretical framework for
the evolution of phoneme inventories, studies
of regional coevolution might do better to
concentrate on lexical data. Recently, scholars
have refined language classifications using
these data in combination with methods from
statistical genetics. These studies have im-
proved our understanding of the origin and
spread of language families in Oceania,
Eurasia, and North America (10–12).
In Oceania, for example, Gray et al. (11)

found strong support for a Pulse-Pause
model of Austronesian language dispersal
from Southeast Asia through Remote Oce-
ania beginning about 5,500 y ago. Aspects
of this model are supported by archaeological
and genetic data, but these data also reveal
a more complex history of interactions be-
tween Austronesian speakers and long-resi-
dent non-Austronesian speakers in portions
of Oceania (13). As a result, there is little
correspondence between patterns of popula-
tion genetic and linguistic diversity in these
portions of the region today (14). Most stud-
ies of coevolution in other regions also find,
at best, weak correlations between patterns of
genetic and linguistic diversity (15, 16). For
example, of 17 studies reviewed by Barbujani
(15), only 6 found a significant correlation
between genetic and linguistic distances.

In this regard, in 1921, Sapir provided
a compelling description of the myriad
ways in which the English language and the
so-called English race departed from one
another (2). This example, combined with
his studies of Native American language
and culture, led to his rejection of Darwin’s
proposal that races and languages evolve in
concert. Studies of gene–language coevolu-
tion over the past 30 y support this view-
point. The association between genes and
languages is often transient, and the evolu-
tion of one may provide limited informa-
tion about the evolution of the other.
Moving forward, there is still an important

place for studies of gene–language coevolu-
tion. In recent years, scholars have begun to
publish databases of high-quality lexical and
grammatical data from hundreds of lan-
guages (10, 11). With these data, it is feasible
to fit complex evolutionary models using
methods from statistical genetics. These
models can be jointly fit to genetic data,
permitting a more accurate assessment
of the degree of gene–language coevolu-
tion at different places and times, the evo-
lutionary and social causes of departures in
correspondence, and the mechanisms of
language transmission in different social
and political contexts. This new study by
Creanza et al. (3) provides the first step in
this endeavor.
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